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The Maison pastry

Absolute dedication to chocolate: An inspiring promise that is opening new horizons for the Maison’s Pastry range.

See the collection




ALCOHOL ABUSE IS DANGEROUS FOR YOUR HEALTH, CONSUME WITH IMODERATION.


PASTRIES SELECTION
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            An intense chocolate dessert: chocolate (80%) sponge, shortcrust pastry, pure origin Belizean dark chocolate (75%) mousse, dark chocolate crémeux, fleur de sel chocolate pieces and dark chocolate crémeux. Gluten-free.
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            A dessert made with intensely fruity chocolate: blackcurrant bud sponge,shortcrust pastry, pure origin Madagascan organic plantation dark chocolate (74%) mousse, milk chocolate and blackcurrant crémeux, and blackcurrant and violet coulis. Gluten-free.
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            A sweet cocoa pastry, a pure origin chocolate sponge, a pure origin Grenadian Kalingo dark chocolate (65%) ganache and a cocoa nib chocolate leaf.
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            A soft sponge and choux pastry base, a caramel crémeux with fleur de sel, and a choux with chopped and ground hazelnuts.
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 Gourmet summer  

Discover our selection of summer treats. 
Chocolates, bars, covered fruits and pastries to brighten up your summer!


Discover the collection
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            Assorted milk and dark box consisting of fried milk, praline eggs and avelinas.
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            Bitesize 37% milk chocolate peanut praliné, decorated with a fine layer of 56% dark chocolate.
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            Tube composed of praliné eggs and gianduja in dark or milk with a variety of textures.
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            Box of 6 genuine eggshell filled with almond/hazelnut pralinés in dark chocolate with pieces of chopped hazelnuts
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            Sumptuous gift box with the iconic codes of La Maison du Chocolat. The Bourse gift box is the sign of elegance and exceptional attention.
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            Sumptuous gift box with the iconic codes of La Maison du Chocolat. The Gourmand Bucket is the sign of elegance and exceptional attention.
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            Sumptuous gift box with the iconic codes of La Maison du Chocolat. Alma gift box is the sign of elegance and exceptional attention.
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            Sumptuous gift box with the iconic codes of La Maison du Chocolat. The Invalides gift box is the sign of elegance and exceptional attention.
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                    Nicolas Cloiseau                

                
                    
                        Discover the artisanal savoir-faire
of La Maison du Chocolat.                    
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                        Paris 2024                    

                    
                        Our Official Products 
under the Paris 2024 License !
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                                Discover the Paris 2024 collection                            
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Gift                    

                    
                        Our teams assist you
in your projects:
Corporate gifts, events...
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BEST SELLERS
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            An iconic chocolate collection, featuring ganaches, and pralinés in dark and milk chocolate. Whether it's for you or a gift for someone else, you'll love La Maison du Chocolat's subtle chocolates.
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            An iconic chocolate collection, featuring ganaches, and pralinés in dark and milk chocolate. Whether it's for you or a gift for someone else, you'll love La Maison du Chocolat's subtle chocolates.
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            As one of our bestsellers, the taste and texture of praliné continues to delight. That's why La Maison du Chocolat has decided to showcase praliné chocolates in a number of collections.
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            La Maison du Chocolat's delicious dark chocolate boxed collections are available in different sizes: choose from 24, 40, 60, or 84 ganaches, pralinés, and covered in dark chocolate.
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Gift Ideas
Looking for a gift idea ? 
La Maison du Chocolat offers you its sumptuous Hatboxes Collection,
filled with emblematic gift boxes and other delicacies...

Discover






THE MAISON EXPERIENCE
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Chocolate Circle

Do you like La Maison du Chocolat? Join our loyalty club, Chocolate Circle and enjoy exclusive advantages: greedy gifts, exclusive invitations, personalized services and much more!

Discover





The Cookie Recipe to share

Discover the secrets of a flagship dessert recipe of La Maison. A golden crisp pâte sablée (shortbread crust) filled with smooth ganache, so silky and creamy...

Discover the recipe
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Bonjour Paris

At the starting line, our Chef Nicolas Cloiseau takes us on a sack race against the clock and kicks off the 2024 egg hunt. Available in boutiques and on our website from March 5!

Discover





Graphic colors

Because you love our chocolates, today we are reinventing what you love so much about them. 

Discover
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            #Lamaison duchocolat        

    

    
        Be bold and find out more about your favorite sweet treats, from the secrets of how they’re made, to artisanal expertise and creativity and exclusive news. Learn about La Maison du Chocolat’s genius on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn! 
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                            Only a few days left to get ready for the easter hunt.
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                            Get back to childhood with our easter mouldings selection.
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                            Discover our collection of Official Products for the Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
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                            An inspiring promise that is opening new horizons for the Maison’s Pastry range.
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            Subscribe to La Maison du Chocolat newsletter
and enjoy a delicious gift
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                    Format: firstnamelastname@domaine.com - ex: john.doe@gmail.com                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        
                           I accept and acknowledge having read the privacy policy and being informed that, in accordance with Regulation 2016/679 of April 27, 2016 (RGPD), my email address is used to send me the La Maison du Chocolat newsletter.




                        
                    
                

            

            
                
                    Learn more about data use




                
                
                    By entering your email address, you accept your email address only in order to receive the La Maison du Chocolat Newsletter. At any time, you can withdraw your consent via the unsubscribe link integrated in the Newsletter. To find out more about your rights and the protection of your data click here.

By clicking on register, you confirm that you have read and understood the data privacy policy.
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